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ABSTRACT 17 
Glauberite (Na2Ca[SO4]2) is an evaporitic mineral which is used in the industries of detergents, 18 
paper, glass, pharmacy, etc. Glauberite rocks are seldom found cropping out because they are very 19 
sensitive to weathering processes; for this reason their prospection is conducted by means of 20 
boreholes. Currently, geophysical techniques are not used to support the characterization of glauberite 21 
deposits due to the lack of knowledge of their physical properties. 22 
In this study geoelectrical methods are proposed as alternative techniques in the early stages of 23 
glauberite prospecting. Several glauberite units have been studied in different parts of the Ebro basin 24 
(Spain) by means of electrical resistivity tomography sections. The electrical resistivity range showed 25 
by glauberite deposits has been found to be low (10-100 Ω.m) when the matrix component (clay and 26 
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microcrystalline carbonates) is above 45% of the bulk composition of the rock. These type of rocks 27 
has been studied in Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza) and is the most common glauberite deposit case. 28 
Besides matrix-rich glauberite rocks, an exceptional case of a pure glauberite layer has been studied in 29 
Alcanadre (La Rioja). From this site, it has been estimated that deposits with glauberite crystal-30 
fraction close to 100% show a resistivity range of at least 3×10
3
 Ω.m. 31 
Using this extreme value as reference, the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds have been calculated for 32 
glauberite rocks considering that they are constituted of four phases (glauberite, gypsum, anhydrite 33 
and matrix). When the matrix fraction represents 45% or more of the bulk rock, the resistivity range 34 
will be that of the lower Hashin-Shtrikman bound, which is similar for any combination of sulphate 35 
(glauberite, gypsum and/or anhydrite) composition; hence, it can be considered as a two-phase system 36 
(matrix and sulphate). For rocks with less than 30% of matrix fraction, the upper Hashin-Shtrikman 37 
bound trend must be considered; however, the resistivity values overlap, making it impossible to 38 
establish a classification. Between 30 and 45% of matrix fraction, there is a transitional domain. 39 
Additionally, some theoretical models representing the most common structures in sulphate 40 
rocks have been elaborated in order to help in the interpretation of the inverted resistivity images 41 
obtained from the field data. Some artifacts generated by the complexity of the resistivity distribution 42 
of the terrain have been identified in both data sets. 43 
 44 
Keywords: Glauberite, Gypsum, Electrical Resistivity Tomography, Karst 45 
46 
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1 INTRODUCTION 47 
Glauberite is a sodium and calcium sulphate (Na2Ca[SO4]2) evaporitic mineral. It is usually 48 
associated with other evaporitic minerals as gypsum, anhydrite, thenardite or halite, and embedded 49 
within a clayey, marly or carbonatic (dolomite or magnesite) matrix, but their mineral association and 50 
relative abundance can strongly vary from one glauberite deposit to another (Salvany, 2009). 51 
Glauberite rocks are currently used for industrial purposes; the main producing countries are Mexico, 52 
Spain, USA, Canada and Iran (Garret, 2001). Glauberite is mainly used as a component in the 53 
powdered detergent for washing machines, but it is also exploited in the industries of paper, glass, 54 
pharmacy, textile, for the synthesis of enzymes (in the elaboration of wine), etc.  55 
Glauberite rocks rarely outcrop because they can be easily dissolved and/or transformed into 56 
secondary gypsum during exhumation, conducted by meteoric waters. Hence, the prospection of 57 
glauberite units has to be made by means of mechanic boreholes, which are expensive and give only 58 
local information. Currently geophysical methods are not applied to the prospection of these deposits 59 
due to the lack of information regarding their geophysical properties; the electrical resistivity response 60 
of glauberite rocks has not been previously studied. Although no references exist on this topic, it is 61 
supposed as an initial hypothesis that the resistivity value for glauberite crystals will be higher than the 62 
one of gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) crystals, due to the lack of water in its crystalline structure as in the 63 
case of anhydrite (CaSO4) crystals (Guinea et al 2011). Unlike the cases of glauberite and anhydrite, in 64 
the gypsum crystals the electrical current runs preferably along its water layers.  65 
The electrical resistivity of gypsum rocks with a gypsum crystal fraction close to 100% in their 66 
composition is approximately 10
3
 Ω.m (Guinea et al. 2010a), while electrical resistivity of anhydrite 67 
rocks with similar anhydrite crystal fraction in their composition is close to 10
4
 Ω.m (Guinea et al. 68 
2012). In the case of calcium sulphate rocks (rocks with gypsum and/or anhydrite plus matrix); the 69 
influence of the presence of matrix (mainly clay and microcrystalline carbonates) in the electrical 70 
resistivity has been described as critical (Guinea et al. 2010b). Hence, when the matrix content in the 71 
rock is higher than 45%, the matrix is connected at long range resulting in a percolating system. 72 
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Because of this, the electrical resistivity of these rocks is dominated by the matrix component and not 73 
affected by differences in the composition of the sulphate fraction (different combinations of gypsum 74 
and anhydrite). Glauberite rocks often enclose large quantities of matrix so it can be considered that 75 
they will commonly be affected by this same matrix-dominance effect. Some of these matrix-rich 76 
glauberitic deposits have been studied in the Zaragoza sector of the Ebro basin. Additionally, besides 77 
glauberitic deposits in which the matrix is the dominant component, a case of an outcropping 78 
glauberite-rich layer has been studied in the western part of the Ebro basin. Likely layers are present in 79 
other glauberitic deposits, however, it is unusual for them to resist weathering at shallow conditions. 80 
In addition to compositional differences, the structures which are commonly found in the 81 
sulphate rocks had an effect on the resistivity distribution of the terrain. Due to the relatively high 82 
solubility of sulphate minerals, secondary porosity can be developed (Gutierrez et al., 2002; Warren, 83 
2006). This porosity generation occurs at different degrees, from centimeter-scale tunnels to a regional 84 
karstification (Guerrero et al, 2003). In field observations, it is possible to find these structures as 85 
filled or empty karst cavities. From the geoelectrical point of view, the response of the terrain will 86 
differ greatly between both cases. In the case of filled karst, the infilling materials are generally lutites 87 
and sulphate blocks; these structures will be reflected in the geoelectrical profiles as a dramatic 88 
resistivity decrease in the area, making the sulphate layer discontinuous. On the other hand, an empty 89 
karst will display a very high-resistivity anomaly because the resistivity of the air tends to infinity. 90 
Besides the secondary-porosity structures, sulphate rocks usually display lateral variations that 91 
originated during their deposition (primary structures, such as vertical and/or lateral compositional 92 
changes). These changes can be gradual or sharp and may generate resistivity variations of the 93 
sulphate layers (depending of their composition). Additionally, the original sulphate layers can be 94 
folded or faulted generating more complex structures as diapires and making the interpretation of the 95 
resistivity distribution even more difficult.  96 
The scope of this study is to characterize the geoelectrical response of glauberite deposits, to 97 
define their range of resistivity and to evaluate the influence of accompanying minerals and their 98 
associated structures. The resistivity has been studied in several evaporitic deposits of the Ebro basin 99 
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with the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). In addition, some common structures in sulphate 100 
rocks have been modeled and their effect on the resistivity of the terrain has been analyzed in order to 101 
compare them with the performed field sections. Obtained data will improve the interpretation of 102 
resistivity data sets on glauberite rocks and make ERT a useful tool for future prospecting of 103 
glauberite deposits. 104 
 105 
2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 106 
Glauberite deposits are well developed in the non-marine evaporite Zaragoza Gypsum 107 
formation infilling the Ebro basin (NE Spain), which were deposited throughout the Miocene (Fig. 1). 108 
More than 4000 m of detrital and evaporitic sediments derived from the denudation of the surrounding 109 
chains (Pyrenees and Iberian Chain) sedimented during the basin infilling, including thick sequences 110 
of glauberite together with gypsum, anhydrite, thenardite and halite rocks. These evaporites 111 
precipitated in several shallow lacustrine systems in the central parts of the basin, while coeval alluvial 112 
systems formed in the basin margins (Orti, 1997; Orti and Salvany 1997). Glauberite mainly grew as 113 
interstitial fine (less than one millimeter) to large crystals (up to several centimeters) within the more 114 
distal alluvial sediments deposited around the lake or in its floor (glauberite bearing lutite or marl 115 
matrix). Less frequently, glauberite also grew as large crystals on the lake floor that were subsequently 116 
cemented by halite (glauberite without matrix) (Salvany et al., 2007). The burial processes did not 117 
significantly affect the primary structures and mineralogy of the glauberite and its associated minerals; 118 
only the gypsum was transformed into anhydrite by dehydration under the increasing pressure and 119 
temperature at depth. The current erosive period has caused the exhumation of the evaporite deposits 120 
and its weathering by the infiltration of the meteoric waters. These waters caused the partial (or locally 121 
total) dissolution of the more soluble minerals (mainly halite), and the gypsification of glauberite and 122 
anhydrite rocks. Thus, a superficial cover of secondary gypsum of several tens of meters thick 123 
(occasionally more than 100 m thick) formed. This cover is composed of gypsum pseudomorphs after 124 
glauberite and gypsum nodules after anhydrite, all of them embedded in variable amounts of fine 125 
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detrital sediments. The vertical transition between the unweathered deposits, at depth, and the 126 
superficial cover is very gradual. It forms an intermediate zone several meters thick where all minerals 127 
(primary and secondary) can be mixed. Subsequent karstic structures usually characterize the upper 128 
part (generally not below 10 meters of the surface) of this gypsiferous cover. 129 
The glauberite deposits considered in this study are only a small part of the glauberite record 130 
of the Ebro basin, which is still little known. The studied glauberite deposits are found in the 131 
Alcanadre and Montes de Torrero areas, respectively in the western and central sectors of the Ebro 132 
basin (Fig. 1). 133 
The glauberite deposit of Montes de Torrero is placed within the Zaragoza Gypsum Formation 134 
(close to the city of Zaragoza; Fig. 2A) developed during the Lower Miocene. In this area glauberite is 135 
never cropping out. However, layers of gypsum pseudomorphs after glauberite are common in many 136 
surface layers, together with sodium sulfate efflorescences and dissolution structures. This deposit was 137 
explored by a mining company during the 2000’s through a large number of boreholes. Below the 138 
gypsiferous cover, glauberite is found as several tabular layers each one up to 20 meters thick that 139 
developed within a unit mainly composed of secondary gypsum (at more superficial conditions) or 140 
anhydrite-halite (at depth). In these layers glauberite is in part embedded in variable amounts of lutite 141 
matrix and partially cemented by halite (Salvany, 2009). 142 
The glauberite deposit of Alcanadre, located within the upper levels of the Lerín Gypsum 143 
Formation, originated during the Lower Miocene (Salvany and Ortí, 1987; Fig. 2B), although earlier 144 
than the Montes de Torrero deposit. In this deposit, exceptionally, some glauberite and anhydrite 145 
layers crop out in a cliff excavated by the Ebro River, close to the village of Alcanadre. In this cliff 146 
some old artisanal mines are found; their galleries permit one to enter several tens of meters into the 147 
formation. During the 1980’s a drilling campaign was performed by a mining company, which 148 
provided valuable material for the study of the mineralogy and petrology of this deposit (Salvany and 149 
Ortí, 1994). Below the gypsiferous cover, glauberite forms several lenticular shaped layers up to 1.5 m 150 
thick within a unit mainly composed of secondary gypsum (in the outcropping cliff) or anhydrite (at 151 
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depth). Glauberite is mainly present as large crystals of centimeters in size with variable amounts of 152 
lutite or carbonate (dolomite, magnesite) matrix. Subordinate polyhalite layers are also found. In the 153 
glauberite layers halite is totally absent. 154 
 155 
3 STUDY METHOD 156 
 The ERT is a geophysical technique whose objective is to determine the real electrical 157 
resistivity distribution in the subsurface. To this end, a DC current is injected into the terrain by two 158 
electrodes and the voltage passed through the terrain is measured in two different electrodes along a 159 
2D profile. The investigation depth of this technique depends on the spacing between electrodes. After 160 
processing the measured data, a trapeze shaped image displaying the calculated real electrical 161 
resistivity distribution of the terrain is obtained. This image allows us to interpret the distribution of 162 
the different materials below the area where the survey took place. There are many different arrays in 163 
the electrical prospection, which display different lateral or vertical resolution and different depths 164 
(Ma et al., 1997; Furman et al., 2003; Szalai and Szarka, 2008; Szalai et al., 2009). In this study, 165 
Wenner alpha, Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole arrays have been tried. Wenner alpha was 166 
discarded after initial trials due to its smaller investigation depth. All sections were obtained using 167 
both Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole methods and in those performed on terrains with little 168 
topographic variations, both arrays showed similar results (Figure 3A). Nevertheless, in the sections 169 
obtained in areas with big surface elevation changes (e.g. nearby a cliff), Dipole-Dipole array showed 170 
to be very noisy and not corresponding with the previous knowledge of the area and with the in-situ 171 
observations (Figure 3B). The RMS error is also lower for the inverted data sets measured with 172 
Wenner-Schlumberger (Fig. 3). For these reasons, only the results of Wenner-Schlumberger are 173 
displayed.  174 
The resistivimeter used for the data acquisition was a Syscal Pro switch with 48 electrodes, 10 175 
meter spacing between them and external power supply. The data was inverted with RES2DINV 176 
software, which uses the smoothness-constrained least-squares method (deGroot-Hedlin and 177 
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Constable, 1990; Sasaki, 1992; Loke and Barker, 1996; Loke and Dahlin, 2002; Loke et al., 2003). 178 
The inverted resistivity data has been compared with information from boreholes. The studied sections 179 
in the Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza) area were performed close to B1, B4, B10 and C1 boreholes 180 
(Figure 2A). In the Alcanadre area (La Rioja), the obtained resistivity sections have been compared 181 
with outcropping materials in the cliff and with the different lithological levels observed in the 182 
available boreholes (Figure 2B). All the performed resistivity sections have been performed upon the 183 
vadose zone; hence, the results do not represent terrains saturated with water. 184 
 Additionally to the ERT imaging, some sulphate samples were collected in the studied areas in 185 
order to evaluate the sulphate fraction of the deposits. The rock samples were powdered and 186 
afterwards 0.5g were weighed and dissolved in 250 ml of distilled water. The solutions were shaken 187 
consistently for 24 hours. Thanks to the solubility of the sulphate minerals, these phases are dissolved 188 
in the distilled water and after filtering the solution the residue left corresponds with the non-soluble 189 
phases. This remnant represents the fraction of matrix (carbonates, quartz and other accessory 190 
minerals). Thus, the matrix can be weighed and quantified. 191 
The way in which structures in the sulphate rocks affect the resistivity distribution of the 192 
terrain has been studied by means of 3 model blocks (Fig. 4) elaborated with RES2DMOD software, 193 
which calculates the electrical apparent resistivity pseudosection for a user-defined 2D underground 194 
model (Loke 2002). This program has been widely applied for simulating the acquisition of field data 195 
in a terrain with a known resistivity distribution (Cornacchiulo and Bagtzoglou, 2004; Maillet et al., 196 
2005; Sumanovac and Dominkovic, 2007; Srinivasamoorthy et al., 2009). The models elaborated 197 
simulate one of the deposits studied in Montes de Torrero, corresponding to the section in the borehole 198 
B10, and one of the deposits studied in Alcanadre, representing the section parallel to the cliff. In these 199 
two deposits, dissolution processes (Montes de Torrero) and thickness and compositional variations 200 
(Alcanadre) occur (Fig. 5). The shallower part of the Alcanadre section model was made with the in-201 
situ observations of the cliff as reference, but the deeper levels were interpreted from the borehole 202 
information and the original field ERT section. In the studied areas no cavities were identified, but as 203 
these types of structures may be also found in glauberitic deposits, an additional model has been made 204 
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representing a cavity identified in a sulphate quarry located in the locality of Beuda (Girona, Spain). 205 
The original field ERT section is also displayed for comparison (this section was measured using 206 
similar settings to those described before). 207 
The forward modelling of the theoretical model blocks was calculated for each case. The data 208 
was processed afterwards with the program RES2DINV. The array selected was Wenner-209 
Schlumberger, following the case of the field examples. The selected electrode spacing varies in each 210 
case to be in accordance with the original section. All models have been elaborated to simulate 211 
deposits with a mixture of glauberite, and gypsum rocks with different compositions (10 to 10
3
 Ω.m 212 
depending on the gypsum fraction and >10
3
 Ω.m for anhydrite; Guinea et al. 2010a). The resistivity 213 
value selected for the cavities is the maximum which can be selected by the program RES2DMOD: 214 
10
5
 Ω.m (this value is higher than any geologic material). 215 
 216 
4. RESULTS 217 
4.1 Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza) 218 
In the Montes de Torrero area four ERT profiles have been carried out in accordance with the 219 
situation of boreholes B1, B4, B10 and C1 (Fig. 2A). The profiles have been performed with the 220 
boreholes situated on their center with the exception of B10, which is situated on the western side and 221 
topographically some few meters above the tomographic line. 222 
The outcropping materials close to B1 borehole (Fig. 6A) show low sulphate contents 223 
(gypsum, anhydrite and/or glauberite in any combination) with a large quantity of matrix on them. The 224 
inverted electrical resistivity profile (Fig. 7A) shows a general low resistivity trend with values below 225 
50 Ω.m on it. The log of the borehole has a great quantity of matrix at any depth; similarly to 226 
outcropping rocks. Some sulphate layers show lower matrix contents, but their composition is always 227 
below 50% in the different sulphate minerals fraction (gypsum, anhydrite and/or glauberite; Fig. 8A). 228 
At a depth of 60 meters there is the purest layer of glauberite of the whole borehole and the fraction of 229 
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the rock in glauberite mineral is above 50%. This it is not shown in the resistivity section due to both 230 
the low sensitivity of the method at this depth and the little thickness of the layer. 231 
In the areas of boreholes B4 and B10, the composition of the evaporitic layers is also 232 
dominated by matrix (Fig. 6B) and there is evidence of dissolution processes (Fig. 6C). In some 233 
locations, glauberite appears in the surface as pseudomophs of gypsum (Fig. 6D). The inverted profile 234 
of the B4 borehole (Fig. 7B) shows low resistivity values due to the low sulphate fraction of the 235 
deposit. At a depth between approximately 20 and 60 meters (depending on the position) the resistivity 236 
increases defining a laterally discontinuous structure. This structure is probably associated to changes 237 
in sulphate fraction of the rocks (Fig. 8B). B4 borehole has lesser matrix quantity below a depth of 40 238 
meters, in accordance with the structure displayed in the profile. The lateral compositional variation of 239 
this level is probably related to depositional primary processes. The resistivity value of this structure is 240 
up to 300 Ω.m. In the bottom part of the image the resistivity decreases, suggesting a sulphate fraction 241 
similar to the shallowest layers. This is also shown in the B4 borehole. The sharpest lateral resistivity 242 
changes (especially in the NW part of the profile), may be related to dissolution processes and 243 
posterior infilling.  244 
The resistivity section of B10 borehole was performed in a dry ephemeral creek streambed. 245 
The resistivity section (Fig. 7C) is similar to that of profile B. There are three layers of low resistivity 246 
and the one in the middle is more resistive and discontinuous. In this case, the discontinuity of the 247 
most pure layer has sharp-vertical bounds instead of progressive and undefined as in profile B; these 248 
structures are related to dissolution processes and infilling affecting the area related to the creek (Fig. 249 
8C). The depth of the layer with transitional resistivity value fits with the depth of glauberite levels 250 
observed in B10 borehole. The interpretation of this section has been made in accordance with the 251 
theoretical model representing the same ERT line (Fig. 4B). 252 
The area surrounding C1 borehole is covered by quaternary soil. This area is located several 253 
kilometers from the other three studied boreholes (Fig. 2A). The inverted resistivity section (Fig. 7D) 254 
shows a complex distribution of the terrain with both lateral and vertical discontinuities. In 255 
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comparison with the previous sections, larger values of resistivity are observed. In the center of the 256 
profile at a depth of approximately 20 meters, there is a local increase of resistivity of the deposit. The 257 
resistivity reaches values of rocks with low matrix fraction. In C1 borehole can be observed a quite 258 
pure sequence with some relatively thin clayey levels interlayered. The fraction on matrix increases at 259 
the bottom of the profile where there is a change from gypsum and glauberitic layers to anhydritic 260 
layers, as observed in the log of C1 borehole (Fig. 8D). 261 
4.2 Alcanadre area (La Rioja) 262 
In the Alcanadre area a cliff excavated through evaporite deposit by the Ebro River has been 263 
studied. Nearby boreholes R1, R2 and A1 were also available (Fig. 2B). In those boreholes, glauberite-264 
rich layers were found at different depths. In all of them, the top of the glauberitic sequence has been 265 
identified at a topographical elevation of approximately 330 meters (Fig. 9). 266 
Regarding the rocks on the cliff, there is an unusual outcropping pure layer of glauberite. This 267 
layer is white in appearance due to efflorescence precipitation (sodium sulphate; Fig. 6F) and laterally 268 
wedges eastward (Fig. 6E). Towards the west there are fallen materials covering the outcrop so its 269 
lateral continuity is unknown in that direction. Samples have been taken from the pure glauberite layer 270 
in order to measure the quantity of insoluble matrix, and above 95% in sulphate minerals have been 271 
calculated.  272 
The geoelectrical survey has been performed in the upper part of the cliff (Fig. 2B). Two ERT 273 
profiles have been performed with the aim of identifying the pure glauberite deposit observed in the 274 
cliff and define the electrical resistivity value of glauberite in a deposit with high glauberite fraction. 275 
The profile A has been performed parallel to the cliff and the profile B obliquely. In the cliff, the 276 
secondary gypsum cover is approximately 20 meters thick, but in the area in which the profiles have 277 
been carried out, there is a topographic depression. Therefore, the depth of the layer from the surface 278 
is approximately 12 meters. In the cliff it is observed that the layers below the glauberite layer are 279 
made of matrix-rich gypsum; similarly to the upper part. 280 
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In the inverted section of profile A (Fig. 10A), a heterogeneous distribution of the resistivity is 281 
shown. The section observed in the cliff corresponds with the horizontal stretch between 100 and 200 282 
meters. The shallowest low resistivity layer is related to the matrix-rich gypsum rocks. Below these 283 
layers, the resistivity increases, achieving values up to 2.5×10
3
 Ω.m in rectangular-shaped bodies. In 284 
the part of the profile coinciding with the position of the cliff, there is one of those resistive bodies at 285 
the depth in which the pure glauberite layer is observed, displaying the shape of a lens. The resistive 286 
body of the SE probably corresponds with another similar deposit. The lack of lateral continuity of the 287 
glauberite layer has been observed in the cliff (Fig. 6E) as well as in the resistivity section. At the 288 
bottom of the profile the resistivity decreases because of the matrix fraction increasing in the 289 
composition of the rocks. The profile B (Fig. 10B) displays a similar resistivity distribution of the 290 
terrain. In this case the glauberite layer observed in the cliff is also showed as a resistive body (up to 291 
3×10
3
 Ω.m) in the NW part of the profile. This section of the lens is located a few meters south of the 292 
one observed in Profile A. In the SW part of the profile (which is the furthest one from Profile A) 293 
there is no resistive body present. 294 
4.3 Theoretical models 295 
The inverted resistivity sections based in the models representing field-sections of both 296 
Alcanadre (Fig. 11A) and Montes de Torrero (Fig. 11B) show a reasonable resemblance to the original 297 
sections (Figs. 7C and 10A). The implications are discussed in section 5.3. 298 
The inverted field ERT section obtained in the sulphate Quarry of Beuda displays a very 299 
heterogeneous electrical resistivity distribution. Highly resistive anomalies (>5000 Ω.m) are found in 300 
several positions along the section (Fig. 11C). However, in the left part of the section an unusually 301 
high resistivity anomaly (>2×10
5 Ω.m) is displayed. The model based on this profile also shows 302 
similar inversion results (Fig. 11D).  303 
 304 
5. DISCUSSION 305 
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5.1 Electrical resistivity of glauberite rocks 306 
As it has been previously mentioned, no references regarding the electrical properties of 307 
glauberite rocks have been reported. In the glauberite deposit of Alcanadre area (La Rioja), a mean 308 
resistivity of approximately 3×10
3
 Ω.m has been calculated (Fig. 10). The studied glauberite level is 309 
sulphate-rich (95%), but the glauberite is probably mixed with certain amount of gypsum; hence this 310 
value is only a reference. In any case, pure glauberite has shown to be more resistive than gypsum (10
3
 311 
Ω.m) and probably less than anhydrite (104 Ω.m).  In most cases is not possible to differentiate  312 
between bodies of 10
3
 and 3×10
3
 Ω.m with ERT unless they are close to the surface (where the 313 
method is more sensitive), because they are in a similar range of values. 314 
Glauberite rocks bear different sulphate phases besides glauberite crystals and the matrix 315 
component. It can be considered that the sulphate component is made of a combination of gypsum, 316 
anhydrite and glauberite, although other evaporitic minerals such as chlorides may be present. Guinea 317 
et al. (2012) defined three resistivity domains of the calcium sulphate rocks depending on their 318 
composition (gypsum, anhydrite and matrix). These domains are conditioned by the quantity of matrix 319 
present in the rock. When the matrix represents 45% or more of the composition of the bulk rock (or 320 
≤55% of sulphate content), the matrix is connected at long range (percolating matrix) and most of the 321 
electrical current spreads through it because is much more conductive than the sulphate phases. When 322 
the matrix fraction is 30% or below (or ≥70% of sulphate content), the electrical current finds no 323 
connected pathways through it and then runs through the sulphate phases, rapidly increasing the 324 
resistivity of the bulk rock. Between the matrix and the sulphate domains there is a transitional zone.  325 
In order to predict the bulk conductivity of a porous medium, different mixing models can be 326 
found in the literature (Warren and Price, 1961; Shankland and Waff, 1977; Somerton, 1992; Guéguen 327 
and Palciauskas, 1994; Glover et al., 2000). The primary porosity in sulphate rocks is negligible; 328 
therefore, the effective conductivity of the bulk rock depends on the fraction (γ) and the electrical 329 
resistivity value (ρ) of each component as well as on the connectivity and geometrical distribution of 330 
the matrix (which has the role of a conducting fluid in a saturated porous medium). The Hashin-331 
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Shtrikman (HS) mixing model (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) can be used as an approximation to the 332 
resistivity trend of sulphate rocks (Guinea et al. 2012). The matrix domain shows a similar trend to the 333 
one of lower HS lower bound (HS
-
), while the sulphate domain can be described with the HS upper 334 
bound (HS
+
). The transitional zone does not fit to the trends showed by the HS bounds. The 335 
percolation phenomena described in the cases of calcium sulphate rocks can be also applied for the 336 
glauberite rocks. It is possible to calculate the HS bounds for a 4-phase system (glauberite, gypsum, 337 
anhydrite and matrix) from the general formula given by Berriman (1995) for n-phases, but this 338 
system is more complex than a case with only three phases and because of that usually simplifications 339 
are used (Torquato 2002). Furthermore, the representation of this 4-phase system is tetrahedral, which 340 
makes it very complicated to use. In any case, for rocks with 45% or more in matrix fraction (within 341 
the matrix dominium), a binary system sulphate-matrix can be considered because, as previously 342 
stated, the electrical current runs through the matrix avoiding the sulphate phases. Two-phase system 343 
HS bounds (Table 1A and B) of glauberite-matrix, anhydrite-matrix and gypsum-matrix have been 344 
calculated to demonstrate that there are not significant differences between their HS
-
 bounds (Fig. 12). 345 
The resistivity value selected for pure glauberite was 3×10
3
 Ω.m, which is the higher resistivity 346 
calculated from field data (in Alcanadre area). This value is an approximation, but its exactitude is not 347 
important as will be discussed later. For the gypsum and anhydrite phases, 10
3
 and 10
4
 Ω.m 348 
respectively were selected, according to Guinea et al. (2010b and 2012). Rocks with composition in 349 
the transitional zone (sulphate fraction between 55 and 70%), will show resistivity values between the 350 
HS
-
 and HS
+
. 351 
In the case of the glauberite rocks with a composition of 70% or above in sulphate fraction (in 352 
the sulphate dominium), the matrix is non-percolating and therefore, the resistivity of the bulk rock is 353 
conditioned by the composition of the sulphate phases, following the trend of the 4-phase HS
+
 for that 354 
composition range. As a simplification, the HS
+
 of 3-phase system (glauberite, gypsum an anhydrite; 355 
table 1C) have been calculated in 4 different diagrams (Figure 13), considering a constant fraction of 356 
matrix (30, 20, 10 and 0% respectively). Unlike the matrix-percolating compositions, in the sulphate 357 
domain the quantity of each sulphate component has a direct influence on the resistivity of the rock. 358 
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The trend of the resistivity is similar for any matrix composition (considering 30% or below), with the 359 
anhydrite being the most influent phase; but increasing the resistivity gradient when the matrix 360 
fraction is lower. 361 
The resistivity ranges observed in the diagrams overlap for a lot of different compositions. 362 
Hence, is not possible to interpret the composition from the resistivity; additional information must be 363 
obtained (as boreholes) to identify the different sulphate minerals on the deposit. The diagrams for 364 
compositions in the sulphate dominium do not provide significant information and therefore is not 365 
possible to elaborate a classification from them. In any case, these diagrams show the evolution of the 366 
complexity of the bulk rock resistivity as more phases are added to the system.  367 
In any case, in most glauberite deposits the glauberite crystals will be mixed with an important 368 
amount of matrix (in the matrix-percolating domain) and, thus, they will display the resistivity range 369 
of the HS
-
 of any sulphate-matrix system, which corresponds with the electrical response of the matrix 370 
and it is non-dependent on the composition of the sulphates. Therefore, the resistivity range of the 371 
glauberite crystals has no influence on the resistivity of the bulk rock. It does not matter if glauberite 372 
has a resistivity of 3×10
3
 Ω.m or higher because the HS- bound does not change. This means that the 373 
range of resisitivity values of the glauberite rocks oscillates approximately between 10 and 100 Ω.m 374 
for regular deposits (matrix-rich), and higher values will be related to the presence of gypsum, 375 
anhydrite and/or other evaporitic minerals (sulphate-rich rocks). 376 
5.2 Field data 377 
The evaporitic sequence in Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza) has high matrix content. Locally, 378 
the sulphate fraction may be higher but without lateral continuity; this would be the case of the profile 379 
associated with the C1 borehole (Fig. 7D). As most of the studied materials (profiles of boreholes B1, 380 
B4 and B10; Fig. 7A, 7B and 7C) are in the matrix and transitional domains (according to the 381 
geoelectrical classification proposed in the Fig. 12), there is no way of differentiating glauberite from 382 
gypsum or anhydrite only from the resistivity data. Nonetheless, electrical imaging is useful for 383 
observing the distribution of the terrain and to identify the areas with larger sulphate contents, 384 
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although parametric boreholes are necessary for a suitable interpretation of the sections (as in Figure 385 
8). Many primary and secondary complex structures are shown in the resistivity sections and they are 386 
difficult to be interpreted. The evaporitic sequence of Montes de Torrero represents a typical 387 
glauberite deposit. 388 
As in the sections of Montes de Torrero area, great complexity of the resistivity distribution of 389 
the terrain is displayed in Alcanadre area (La Rioja). The sulphate fraction of the purest glauberite lens 390 
sampled in the cliff is rarely high. The studied glauberite body is detected in both inverted profiles, but 391 
its thickness is exaggerated (Fig. 10). This is because below the resistive layers, the Wenner-392 
Schlumberger array tends to create resistive shadows due to the decreasing sensitivity of the method. 393 
In the profile parallel to the cliff (Fig. 10A), another possible glauberite lens (highly resistive body) is 394 
identified in the SE part of the section. The rest of the materials show matrix-domain resistivities; 395 
these matrix-rich materials are correlated with the lithologies observed in the cliff (Fig. 6E). The 396 
second lens is not showed in the profile performed obliquely to the cliff (Fig. 10B). R1, R2 and A1 397 
boreholes (Fig. 9) evidence the presence of several discontinuous glauberite levels. It is probable that 398 
there are some other glauberite layers at different depths which are not identified with the electrical 399 
imaging due to their low content in sulphate crystals. 400 
5.3 Theoretical models 401 
The inverted section of the model simulating the deposit of Alcanadre in the section parallel to 402 
the cliff, is an example of deposition-originated compositional changes in a glauberitic deposit (Fig. 403 
11A). The higher resistivity anomalies are generated by local increase of sulphate fraction. The ERT 404 
inverted section obtained from the model representing the B10 borehole section in Montes de Torrero 405 
displays a dissolution structure filled with lutites. These structures were known from field observation, 406 
but they also have a slightly different signature in the resistivity distribution compared to 407 
compositional changes (Fig. 11B). If little variation in the composition of the sulphate level exists, the 408 
resistivity in both sides of the dissolution structure should remain similar as it has been observed in 409 
this case.  410 
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The heterogeneous distribution of the resistivity in the Quarry of Beuda section (Fig. 11C) 411 
corresponds to an equally heterogeneous composition. The highly resistive anomalies (>5000 Ω.m) 412 
correspond in most cases to anhydrite bodies, but the anomaly with resistivity >2×10
5 Ω.m is 413 
generated by a cavity that has also integrated in the model section (Fig. 11D). It has to be noted that 414 
these types of structures would not be possible to detect in the areas of the ERT sections with low 415 
sensitivity (e.g. in the deepest part of the section) due to the inaccuracy in the resistivity calculation. 416 
Even though the models described here are a good approximation to the typical structures 417 
present in glauberite deposits, it has to be considered that they are only a rough approximation of the 418 
real cases, where the level of compositional complexity is very high. 419 
 420 
6. CONCLUSIONS 421 
Electrical resistivity lines are useful for the prospection of glauberite rocks, but these surveys 422 
should be supported by parametric drilling works. In any case, the number of required boreholes for 423 
the characterization of the deposit decreases considerably if this technique is considered. Additionally, 424 
geoelectrical prospecting should be supported by an additional petrological study of the deposits in 425 
order to properly interpret the resistivity profiles. The knowledge about the quantity of matrix within 426 
the rock is essential because its presence decreases the electrical resistivity values hiding the real 427 
values of the sulphate phases.  428 
Pure glauberite rocks have displayed a calculated electrical resistivity value up to 3×10
3
 Ω.m 429 
in Alcanadre (La Rioja); this is the first reference to the electrical resistivity of glauberite rocks 430 
proposed in the literature. Taking this value as a reference, the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds can be 431 
calculated for a 4-phase system (gypsum, anhydrite, glauberite and lutite matrix), but due to its 432 
complexity it has been simplified to 2 and 3-phase diagrams. In the case of glauberite rocks with a 433 
matrix fraction of 45% or above, the resistivity is bounded to the lower HS boundary. Hence, it can be 434 
considered as a 2-phase system (undifferentiated sulphate and matrix) because the matrix is the 435 
conductive dominating phase and the resistivity values are controlled by its presence. The electrical 436 
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resistivity range in the case of sulphate-rich rocks with different compositional combinations (gypsum, 437 
glauberite, anhydrite) overlap and, therefore, it is not possible to establish a classification. In any case, 438 
most of the glauberite deposits are matrix-dominant and hence, will show values of matrix-percolating 439 
rocks (10-100 Ω.m); as in the case of Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza). 440 
Even with the necessity of borehole information to carry out a suitable interpretation, ERT 441 
permits the detection of some structures, such as depositional systems or karst infillings. Lateral 442 
compositional changes and dissolution features are the most common structures which are found in 443 
sulphate deposits. 444 
 445 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 538 
Table 1: Summary of Hashin-Shtrikman equations for the case of two (A and B; Hashin and 539 
Shtrikman, 1963) and three (C and D; Berriman, 1995) phase systems. 540 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 541 
Figure 1: Main Tertiary basins in the middle-North Spain. A and B are the two studied areas; Montes 542 
de Torrero (Zaragoza) and Alcanadre (La Rioja) sectors, respectively (modified from Ortí et al. 2010). 543 
Figure 2: A) Detailed geological mapping of the Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza). A1 to C4 are the 544 
available boreholes, while A, B, C and D (in red) are the location of the performed ERT lines 545 
(modified form Salvany 2009). B) Geological mapping of the Alcanadre area (La Rioja); the studied 546 
area is marked with a dashed line. The topographic information of this area is displayed at the right 547 
part of the image (modified from the geologic map of Comunidad Autónoma de La Rioja 2009). The 548 
locations of both areas are shown in Figure 1. The coordinates are given in Universal Transverse 549 
Mercator format, spindle 30. 550 
Figure 3: Examples of inverted ERT sections measured using both Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-551 
Dipole arrays in terrains with small (A) and large (B) topographic variations perpendicular to the 552 
resistivity lines. The presence of hills or cliffs as in B, generates noise in the deepest levels of the 553 
Dipole-Dipole sections. 554 
Figure 4: Model-blocks representing typical structures in sulphate rocks. White color indicates pure 555 
gypsum while grey and yellow are pure glauberite and anhydrite respectively. Different tones of blue 556 
are a mixture of glauberite-gypsum-anhydrite with high matrix-fraction and orange represents air-557 
filled cavities. A) Model based in the cliff section of Alcanadre (Figure 10A); B) Model based in the 558 
creek section of Montes de Torrero (Figure 7C); C) Model based in the field data obtained in the 559 
quarry of Beuda (Figure 11C).  560 
Figure 5: Photographs of the most common structures in sulphate rocks. A) Gypsum karstification 561 
filled by lutites (modified from Guerrero et al. 2003); B) Tunnel in a gypsum formation (modified 562 
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from Guerrero et al. 2003); C) Lateral thickness variations in gypsum layers; D) Pure glauberite layer 563 
disappearing laterally. 564 
Figure 6: Photographs of the outcropping evaporitical units in the Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza; A, B, 565 
C and D) and Alcanadre (La Rioja; E and F) areas. A) General view of Montes de Torrero region in 566 
the area of B1 borehole; B) View of layered-nodular gypsum-lutites sequence in the profile C; C) 567 
Superficial dissolution processes (red dashed line); D) Detail of outcropping glauberite pseudomorphs 568 
(hydrated to secondary gypsum) in the profile C; E) General view of the evaporitical materials 569 
composing the cliff in Alcanadre area (La Rioja); the glauberite layer is marked with a red dashed line; 570 
F) Detailed view of the glauberite deposit in which the layering can be appreciated. 571 
Figure 7: Inverted resistivity images of Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza). The locations of the 572 
profiles are shown in Figure 2A.  573 
Figure 8: Geological interpretation of the ERT profiles shown in Figure 7. The relative proportion of 574 
sulphate and matrix contents is indicated by the amount of the legend signs. The question marks 575 
indicate areas in which the interpretation is uncertain. There is a superimposed synthetic representation 576 
of the boreholes B1, B4, B10 and C1 located in their relative position on the profiles. The situations of 577 
the profiles are shown in Figure 2A. 578 
Figure 9: Synthetic representation of the boreholes A1, R1 and R2 in the Alcanadre area (La Rioja). 579 
The possible correlation between layers is marked with dashed lines; this correlation of the logs has 580 
been made considering the topographic elevation. The location of the boreholes is displayed in Figure 581 
2B.  582 
Figure 10: Inverted resistivity images of Alcanadre area (La Rioja). The position of the cliff (parallel 583 
to the profile) is marked with a red dashed square in profile A. The situation of the profiles is shown in 584 
Figure 2B. 585 
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Figure 11: A) and B) Inverted sections of the forward modelling obtained from Figure 4A and 4B 586 
respectively. C) Inverted field data of the quarry of Beuda in which the model showed in Figure 4C is 587 
based. D) Inverted resistivity section of the forward modelling from Figure 4C. 588 
Figure 12: Hashin-Shtrikman upper (HS
+
) and lower (HS
-
) bounds for two phase systems (sulphate 589 
and matrix). Upper bounds are displayed with continuous lines while lower bounds are represented 590 
with dotted lines. Sulphate rocks in the matrix domain will show the trend of lower bounds, which 591 
overlap. 592 
Figure 13: Hashin-Shtrikman upper bounds for glauberite rocks with sulphate fractions of 70% (A), 593 
80% (B), 90% (C) and 100% (D) in the case of the 4-phase glauberite-anhydrite-gypsum-matrix 594 
system. The representation is displayed as 3-phase systems with different constant quantities of matrix 595 
(30%, 20%, 10% and 0%). 596 
Highlights 
-Glauberite deposits are studied by means of electrical resistivity tomography. 
-The results of electrical imaging are compared with borehole cores. 
-Models representing typical structures in sulphates are compared with field results. 
-The electrical response of glauberite rocks for different compositions is defined. 
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ABSTRACT 17 
Glauberite (Na2Ca[SO4]2) is an evaporitic mineral which is used in the industries of detergents, 18 
paper, glass, pharmacy, etc. Glauberite rocks are seldom found cropping out because they are very 19 
sensitive to weathering processes; for this reason their prospection is conducted by means of 20 
boreholes. Nowadays, geophysical techniques are not used to support the characterization of glauberite 21 
deposits due to the lack of knowledge of their physical properties. 22 
In this study geoelectrical methods are proposed as alternative techniques in the early stages of 23 
glauberite prospecting. Several glauberite units have been studied in different parts of the Ebro basin 24 
(Spain) by means of electrical resistivity tomography sections. The electrical resistivity range showed 25 
by glauberite deposits has been found to be low (10-100 Ω.m) when the matrix component (clay and 26 
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microcrystalline carbonates) is above 45% of the bulk composition of the rock. This type of rocks has 27 
been studied in Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza) and is the most common glauberite deposit case. 28 
Besides matrix-rich glauberite rocks, an exceptional case of a pure glauberite layer has been studied in 29 
Alcanadre (La Rioja). From this site, it has been estimated that deposits with glauberite crystals 30 
fraction close to 100% show a resistivity range of at least 3×10
3
 Ω.m. 31 
Using this extreme value as reference, the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds have been calculated for 32 
glauberite rocks considering that they are constituted of four phases (glauberite, gypsum, anhydrite 33 
and matrix). When the matrix fraction represents 45% or more of the bulk rock, the resistivity range 34 
will be that of the lower Hashin-Shtrikman bound, which is similar for any combination of sulphate 35 
(glauberite, gypsum and/or anhydrite) composition; hence, it can be considered as a two-phase system 36 
(matrix and sulphate). For rocks with less than 30% of matrix fraction, the upper Hashin-Shtrikman 37 
bound trend must be considered; however, the resistivity values overlap, making it impossible to 38 
establish a classification. Between 30 and 45% of matrix fraction, there is a transitional domain. 39 
Additionally, some theoretical models representing the most common structures in sulphate 40 
rocks have been elaborated in order to help in the interpretation of the inverted resistivity images 41 
obtained from the field data. Some artifacts generated by the complexity of the resistivity distribution 42 
of the terrain have been identified in both data sets. 43 
 44 
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46 
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1 INTRODUCTION 47 
Glauberite is a sodium and calcium sulphate (Na2Ca[SO4]2) evaporitic mineral. It is usually 48 
associated with other evaporitic minerals as gypsum, anhydrite, thenardite or halite, and embedded 49 
within a clayey, marly or carbonatic (dolomite or magnesite) matrix, but their mineral association and 50 
relative abundance can strongly vary from one glauberite deposit to another (Salvany, 2009). 51 
Glauberite rocks are currently used for industrial purposes; the main producing countries are Mexico, 52 
Spain, USA, Canada and Iran (Garret, 2001). Glauberite is mainly used as a component in the 53 
powdered detergent for washing machines, but it is also exploited in the industries of paper, glass, 54 
pharmacy, textile, for the synthesis of enzymes (in the elaboration of wine), etc.  55 
Glauberite rocks rarely outcrop because they can be easily dissolved and/or transformed into 56 
secondary gypsum during exhumation, conducted by meteoric waters. Hence, the prospection of 57 
glauberite units has to be made by means of mechanic boreholes, which are expensive and give only 58 
local information. Nowadays geophysical methods are not applied to the prospection of these deposits 59 
due to the lack of information regarding their geophysical properties; the electrical resistivity response 60 
of glauberite rocks has not been previously studied. Although no references exist on this topic, it is 61 
supposed as an initial hypothesis that the resistivity value for glauberite crystals will be higher than the 62 
one of gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) crystals, due to the lack of water in his crystalline structure as in the 63 
case of anhydrite (CaSO4) crystals (Guinea et al 2011). Unlike the cases of glauberite and anhydrite, in 64 
the gypsum crystals the electrical current runs preferably along its water layers.  65 
The electrical resistivity of gypsum rocks with a gypsum crystal fraction close to 100% in their 66 
composition is approximately 10
3
 Ω.m (Guinea et al. 2010a), while electrical resistivity of anhydrite 67 
rocks with similar anhydrite crystal fraction in their composition is close to 10
4
 Ω.m (Guinea et al. 68 
2012). In the case of calcium sulphate rocks (rocks with gypsum and/or anhydrite plus matrix); the 69 
influence of the presence of matrix (mainly clay and microcrystalline carbonates) in the electrical 70 
resistivity has been described as critical (Guinea et al. 2010b). Hence, when the matrix content in the 71 
rock is higher than 45%, the matrix is connected at long range resulting in a percolating system. 72 
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Because of this, the electrical resistivity of these rocks is dominated by the matrix component and not 73 
affected by differences in the composition of the sulphate fraction (different combinations of gypsum 74 
and anhydrite). Glauberite rocks use to enclose large quantities of matrix so it can be considered that 75 
they will commonly be affected by this same matrix-dominance effect. Some of these matrix-rich 76 
glauberitic deposits have been studied in the Zaragoza sector of the Ebro basin. Additionally, besides 77 
glauberitic deposits in which the matrix is the dominant component, a case of an outcropping 78 
glauberite-rich layer has been studied in the western part of the Ebro basin. Likely layers are present in 79 
other glauberitic deposits, but exceptionally resist the weathering at shallow conditions. 80 
In addition to compositional differences, the structures which are commonly found in the 81 
sulphate rocks had an effect on the resistivity distribution of the terrain. Due to the relatively high 82 
solubility of sulphate minerals, secondary porosity can be developed (Gutierrez et al., 2002; Warren, 83 
2006). This porosity generation occurs at different degrees, from centimeter-scale tunnels to a regional 84 
karstification (Guerrero et al, 2003). In field observations, it is possible to find these structures as 85 
filled or empty karst cavities. From the geoelectrical point of view, the response of the terrain will 86 
differ greatly between both cases. In the case of filled karst, the infilling materials are generally lutites 87 
and sulphate blocks; these structures will be reflected in the geoelectrical profiles as a dramatic 88 
resistivity decrease in the area, making the sulphate layer discontinuous. In the other hand, an empty 89 
karst will display a very high-resistivity anomaly because the resistivity of the air tends to infinity. 90 
Besides the secondary-porosity structures, sulphate rocks usually display lateral variations originated 91 
during their deposition (primary structures, such as vertical and/or lateral compositional changes). 92 
These changes can be gradual or sharp and may generate resistivity variations of the sulphate layers 93 
(depending of their composition). Additionally, the original sulphate layers can be folded or faulted 94 
generating more complex structures as diapires and making the interpretation of the resistivity 95 
distribution even more difficult.  96 
The scope of this study is to characterize the geoelectrical response of glauberite deposits, to 97 
define their range of resistivity and to evaluate the influence of accompanying minerals and their 98 
associated structures. The resistivity has been studied in several evaporitic deposits of the Ebro basin 99 
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with the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). In addition, some common structures in sulphate 100 
rocks have been modeled and their effect in the resistivity of the terrain has been analyzed in order to 101 
be compared them with the performed field sections. Obtained information will improve the 102 
interpretation of resistivity data sets on this type of rocks and make ERT a useful tool for future 103 
prospecting of glauberite deposits. 104 
 105 
2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 106 
Glauberite deposits are well developed in the non-marine evaporite Zaragoza Gypsum 107 
formation infilling the Ebro basin (NE Spain), which were deposited throughout the Miocene (Fig. 1). 108 
More than 4000 m of detrital and evaporitic sediments derived from the denudation of the surrounding 109 
chains (Pyrenees and Iberian Chain) sedimented during the basin infilling, including thick sequences 110 
of glauberite together with gypsum, anhydrite, thenardite and halite rocks. These evaporites 111 
precipitated in several shallow lacustrine systems in the central parts of the basin, while coeval alluvial 112 
systems formed in the basin margins (Orti, 1997; Orti and Salvany 1997). Glauberite mainly grew as 113 
interstitial fine (less than one millimeter) to large crystals (up to several centimeters) within the more 114 
distal alluvial sediments deposited around the lake or in its floor (glauberite bearing lutite or marl 115 
matrix). Less frequently, glauberite also grew as large crystals on the lake floor that were subsequently 116 
cemented by halite (glauberite without matrix) (Salvany et al., 2007). The burial processes did not 117 
significantly affect the primary structures and mineralogy of the glauberite and its associated minerals; 118 
only the gypsum was transformed into anhydrite by dehydration under the increasing pressure and 119 
temperature at depth. The current erosive period has caused the exhumation of the evaporite deposits 120 
and its weathering by the infiltration of the meteoric waters. This waters caused the partial (or locally 121 
total) dissolution of the more soluble minerals (mainly halite), and the gypsification of glauberite and 122 
anhydrite rocks. Thus, a superficial cover of secondary gypsum of several tens of meters thick 123 
(occasionally more than 100 m thick) formed. This cover is composed of gypsum pseudomorphs after 124 
glauberite and gypsum nodules after anhydrite, all them embedded in variable amounts of fine detrital 125 
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sediments. The vertical transition between the unweathered deposits, at depth, and the superficial 126 
cover is very gradual. It forms an intermediate zone several meters thick where all minerals (primary 127 
and secondary) can be mixed. Subsequent karstic structures usually characterize the upper part 128 
(generally not below 10 meters of the surface) of this gypsiferous cover. 129 
The glauberite deposits considered in this study are only a small part of the glauberite record 130 
of the Ebro basin, which is still little known. The studied glauberite deposits are found in the 131 
Alcanadre and Montes de Torrero areas, respectively in the western and central sectors of the Ebro 132 
basin (Fig. 1). 133 
The glauberite deposit of Montes de Torrero is placed within the Zaragoza Gypsum Formation 134 
(close to the city of Zaragoza; Fig. 2A), developed during the Lower Miocene. In this area glauberite 135 
is never cropping out. However, layers of gypsum pseudomorphs after glauberite are common in many 136 
surface layers, together with sodium sulfate efflorescences and dissolution structures. This deposit was 137 
explored by a mining company during the 2000’s through a large number of boreholes. Bellow the 138 
gypsiferous cover, glauberite is found as several tabular layers each one up to 20 meters thick, 139 
developed within a unit mainly composed of secondary gypsum (at more superficial conditions) or 140 
anhydrite-halite (at depth). In these layers, glauberite is in part embedded in variable amounts of lutite 141 
matrix and partially cemented by halite (Salvany, 2009). 142 
The glauberite deposit of Alcanadre is located within the upper levels of the Lerín Gypsum 143 
Formation, originated during the Lower Miocene (Salvany and Ortí, 1987; Fig. 2B), although earlier 144 
than the Montes de Torrero deposit. In this deposit, exceptionally, some glauberite and anhydrite 145 
layers crop out in a cliff excavated by the Ebro River, close to the village of Alcanadre. In this cliff 146 
some old artisanal mines are found; their galleries permit to enter several tens of meters into the 147 
formation. During the 1980’s a drilling campaign was performed by a mining company, which 148 
provided valuable material for the study of the mineralogy and petrology of this deposit (Salvany and 149 
Ortí, 1994). Bellow the gypsiferous cover, glauberite forms several lenticular shaped layers up to 1.5 150 
m thick within a unit manly composed of secondary gypsum (in the outcropping cliff) or anhydrite (at 151 
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depth). Glauberite is mainly present as large crystals of centimeters in size with variable amounts of 152 
lutite or carbonate (dolomite, magnesite) matrix. Subordinate polyhalite layers are also found. In the 153 
glauberite layers halite is totally absent. 154 
 155 
3 STUDY METHOD 156 
 The ERT is a geophysical technique whose objective is to determine the real electrical 157 
resistivity distribution in the subsurface. To this end, a DC current is injected in the terrain by two 158 
electrodes and the voltage passed through the terrain is measured in two different electrodes along a 159 
2D profile. The investigation depth of this technique depends on the spacing between electrodes. After 160 
processing the measured data, a trapeze shaped image displaying the calculated real electrical 161 
resistivity distribution of the terrain is obtained. This image allows us to interpret the distribution of 162 
the different materials below the area where the survey took place. There are many different arrays in 163 
the electrical prospection, which display different lateral or vertical resolution and different depths 164 
(Ma et al., 1997; Furman et al., 2003; Szalai and Szarka, 2008; Szalai et al., 2009). In this study, 165 
Wenner alpha, Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole arrays have been tried. Wenner alpha was 166 
discarded after initial trials due to its smaller investigation depth. All sections were obtained using 167 
both Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole methods and in those performed on terrains with little 168 
topographic variations, both arrays showed similar results (Figure 3A). Nevertheless, the sections 169 
obtained in areas with big surface elevation changes (e.g. nearby a cliff) Dipole-Dipole array showed 170 
to be very noisy and not corresponding with the previous knowledge of the area and in-situ 171 
observations (Figure 3B). The RMS error is also lower for the inverted data sets measured with 172 
Wenner-Schlumberger (Fig. 3). For these reasons, only the results of Wenner-Schlumberger are 173 
displayed.  174 
The resistivimeter used for the data acquisition was a Syscal Pro switch with 48 electrodes, 10 175 
meter spacing between them and external power supply. The data was inverted with RES2DINV 176 
software, which uses the smoothness-constrained least-squares method (deGroot-Hedlin and 177 
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Constable, 1990; Sasaki, 1992; Loke and Barker, 1996; Loke and Dahlin, 2002; Loke et al., 2003). 178 
The inverted resistivity data has been compared with information from boreholes. The studied sections 179 
in the Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza) area were performed close to B1, B4, B10 and C1 boreholes 180 
(Figure 2A). In Alcanadre area (La Rioja), the obtained resistivity sections have been compared with 181 
outcropping materials in the cliff and the different lithological levels showed on the available 182 
boreholes (Figure 2B). All the performed resistivity sections have been performed upon the vadose 183 
zone; hence, the results do not represent terrains saturated with water. 184 
 Additionally to the ERT imaging, some sulphate samples were collected in the studied areas in 185 
order to evaluate the sulphate fraction of the deposits. The rock samples were powdered and 186 
afterwards 0.5g were weighted and dissolved in 250 ml of distilled water. The solutions were shaken 187 
during 24 hours. Thanks to the solubility of the sulphate minerals, these phases are dissolved in the 188 
distilled water so filtering the solution the residue left corresponds with the non-soluble phases. This 189 
remnant represents the fraction of matrix (carbonates, quartz and other accessory minerals). Thus, the 190 
matrix can be weighted and quantified. 191 
The way in which structures in the sulphate rocks affect the resistivity distribution of the 192 
terrain has been studied by means of 3 model blocks (Fig. 4) elaborated with RES2DMOD software, 193 
which calculates the electrical apparent resistivity pseudosection for a user-defined 2D underground 194 
model (Loke 2002). This program has been widely applied for simulating the acquisition of field data 195 
in a terrain with a known resistivity distribution (Cornacchiulo and Bagtzoglou, 2004; Maillet et al., 196 
2005; Sumanovac and Dominkovic, 2007; Srinivasamoorthy et al., 2009). The models elaborated 197 
simulate one of the deposits studied in Montes de Torrero, corresponding to the section in the borehole 198 
B10, and one of the deposits studied in Alcanadre, representing the section parallel to the cliff. In these 199 
two deposits dissolution processes (Montes de Torrero) and thickness and compositional variations 200 
(Alcanadre) occur (Fig. 5). The shallower part of the Alcanadre section model was made with the in-201 
situ observations of the cliff as reference, but the deeper levels were interpreted from the borehole 202 
information and the original field ERT section. In the studied areas no cavities were identified but, as 203 
this type of structures may be also found in glauberitic deposits, an additional model has been made 204 
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representing a cavity identified in a sulphate quarry located in the locality of Beuda (Girona, Spain). 205 
The original field ERT section is also displayed for comparison (this section was measured using 206 
similar settings to those described before). 207 
The forward modelling of the theoretical model blocks was calculated for each case. The data 208 
was processed afterwards with the program RES2DINV. The array selected was Wenner-209 
Schlumberger, following the case of the field examples. The selected electrode spacing varies in each 210 
case to be in accordance with the original section. All models have been elaborated to simulate 211 
deposits with a mixture of glauberite, and gypsum rocks with different compositions (10 to 10
3
 Ω.m 212 
depending on the gypsum fraction and >10
3
 Ω.m for anhydrite; Guinea et al. 2010a). The resistivity 213 
value selected for the cavities is the maximum which can be selected by the program RES2DMOD: 214 
10
5
 Ω.m (this value is higher than any geologic material). 215 
 216 
4. RESULTS 217 
4.1 Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza) 218 
In Montes de Torrero area four ERT profiles have been carried out in accordance with the 219 
situation of boreholes B1, B4, B10 and C1 (Fig. 2A). The profiles have been performed with the 220 
boreholes situated on their center with the exception of B10, which is situated on the western side and 221 
topographically some few meters above the tomographic line. 222 
The outcropping materials close to B1 borehole (Fig. 6A) show low sulphate contents 223 
(gypsum, anhydrite and/or glauberite in any combination) with a large quantity of matrix on them. The 224 
inverted electrical resistivity profile (Fig. 7A) shows a general low resistivity trend with values below 225 
50 Ω.m on it. The log of the borehole has a great quantity of matrix at any depth; similarly to 226 
outcropping rocks. Some sulphate layers show lower matrix contents, but their composition is always 227 
below 50% in the different sulphate minerals fraction (gypsum, anhydrite and/or glauberite; Fig. 8A). 228 
At a depth of 60 meters there is the purest layer of glauberite of the whole borehole and the fraction of 229 
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the rock in glauberite mineral is above 50%. This it is not shown in the resistivity section due to both 230 
the low sensitivity of the method at this depth and the little thickness of the layer. 231 
In the areas of boreholes B4 and B10 the composition of the evaporitic layers is also 232 
dominated by matrix (Fig. 6B) and there are evidences of dissolution processes (Fig. 6C). In some 233 
locations, glauberite appears in surface as pseudomophs of gypsum (Fig. 6D). The inverted profile of 234 
the B4 borehole (Fig. 7B) shows low resistivity values due to the low sulphate fraction of the deposit. 235 
Approximately at a depth between 20 and 60 meters (depending on the position) the resistivity 236 
increases defining a laterally discontinuous structure. This structure is probably associated to changes 237 
in sulphate fraction of the rocks (Fig. 8B). B4 borehole has lesser matrix quantity below a depth of 40 238 
meters, in accordance with the structure displayed in the profile. The lateral compositional variation of 239 
this level is probably bounded to depositional primary processes. The resistivity value of this structure 240 
is up to 300 Ω.m. In the bottom part of the image the resistivity decreases, suggesting a sulphate 241 
fraction similar to the shallowest layers. This is also shown in the B4 borehole. The sharpest lateral 242 
resistivity changes (especially in the NW part of the profile), may be related to dissolution processes 243 
and posterior infilling.  244 
The resistivity section of B10 borehole was performed in dry ephemeral creek streambed. The 245 
resistivity section (Fig. 7C), is similar to that of profile B. There are three layers of low resistivity and 246 
the one in the middle is more resistive and discontinuous. In this case, the discontinuity of the most 247 
pure layer has sharp-vertical bounds instead of progressive and undefined as in profile B; these 248 
structures are related to dissolution processes and infilling affecting the area related to the creek (Fig. 249 
8C). The depth of the layer with transitional resistivity value fits with the depth of glauberite levels 250 
observed in B10 borehole. The interpretation of this section has been made in accordance with the 251 
theoretical model representing the same ERT line (Fig. 4B). 252 
The area surrounding C1 borehole is covered by quaternary soil. This area is located several 253 
kilometers from the other three studied boreholes (Fig. 2A). The inverted resistivity section (Fig. 7D) 254 
shows a complex distribution of the terrain with both lateral and vertical discontinuities. In 255 
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comparison with the previous sections, larger values of the resistivity are observed. In the center of the 256 
profile at a depth of approximately 20 meters, there is a local increasing on the resistivity of the 257 
deposit. The resistivity reaches values of rocks with low matrix fraction. In C1 borehole it is observed 258 
a quite pure sequence with some relatively thin clayey levels interlayered. The fraction in matrix 259 
increases at the bottom of the profile where there is a change from gypsum and glauberitic layers to 260 
anhydritic layers, as it is observed in the log of C1 borehole (Fig. 8D). 261 
4.2 Alcanadre area (La Rioja) 262 
In the Alcanadre area a cliff excavated through evaporite deposit by the Ebro River has been 263 
studied. Nearby boreholes R1, R2 and A1 were also available (Fig. 2B). In those boreholes, glauberite-264 
rich layers were found at different depths. In all of them, the top of the glauberitic sequence has been 265 
identified at a topographical elevation of approximately 330 meters (Fig. 9). 266 
Regarding the rocks on the cliff, there is an unusual outcropping pure layer of glauberite. This 267 
layer is white in appearance due to efflorescence precipitation (sodium sulphate; Fig. 6F) and laterally 268 
wedges eastward (Fig. 6E). Towards the west there are fallen materials covering the outcrop so its 269 
lateral continuity is unknown in that direction. Samples have been taken from the pure glauberite layer 270 
in order to measure the quantity of insoluble matrix, and above 95% in sulphate minerals have been 271 
calculated.  272 
The geoelectrical survey has been performed in the upper part of the cliff (Fig. 2B). Two ERT 273 
profiles have been performed with the aim of identifying the pure glauberite deposit observed in the 274 
cliff and define the electrical resistivity value of glauberite in a deposit with high glauberite fraction. 275 
The profile A has been performed parallel to the cliff and the profile B obliquely. In the cliff, the 276 
secondary gypsum cover is approximately 20 meters thick, but in the area in which the profiles have 277 
been carried out, there is a topographic depression. Therefore, the depth of the layer from the surface 278 
is approximately 12 meters. In the cliff is observed that the layers below the glauberite layer are made 279 
of matrix-rich gypsum; similarly to the upper part. 280 
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In the inverted section of profile A (Fig. 10A), a heterogeneous distribution of the resistivity is 281 
shown. The section observed in the cliff, corresponds with the horizontal stretch between 100 and 200 282 
meters. The shallowest low resistivity layer is related to the matrix-rich gypsum rocks. Below these 283 
layers, the resistivity increases, achieving values up to 2.5×10
3
 Ω.m in rectangular-shaped bodies. In 284 
the part of the profile coinciding with the position of the cliff, there is one of those resistive bodies at 285 
the depth in which the pure glauberite layer is observed, displaying the shape of a lens. The resistive 286 
body of the SE probably corresponds with another similar deposit. The lack of lateral continuity of the 287 
glauberite layer has been observed in the cliff (Fig. 6E) as well as in the resistivity section. At the 288 
bottom of the profile the resistivity decreases because of the matrix fraction increasing in the 289 
composition of the rocks. The profile B (Fig. 10B) displays a similar resistivity distribution of the 290 
terrain. In this case the glauberite layer observed in the cliff is also showed as a resistive body (up to 291 
3×10
3
 Ω.m) in the NW part of the profile. This section of the lens is located a few meters south of the 292 
one observed in Profile A. In the SW part of the profile (which is the furthest one from Profile A) 293 
there is no resistive body present. 294 
4.3 Theoretical models 295 
The inverted resistivity sections based in the models representing field-sections of both 296 
Alcanadre (Fig. 11A) and Montes de Torrero (Fig. 11B) show a reasonable resemblance to the original 297 
sections (Figs. 7C and 10A). The implications are discussed in section 5.3. 298 
The inverted field ERT section obtained in the sulphate Quarry of Beuda displays a very 299 
heterogeneous electrical resistivity distribution. Highly resistive anomalies (>5000 Ω.m) are found in 300 
several positions along the section (Fig. 11C). However, in the left part of the section an unusually 301 
high resistivity anomaly (>2×10
5 Ω.m) is displayed. The model made based in this profile also shows 302 
similar inversion results (Fig. 11D).  303 
 304 
5. DISCUSSION 305 
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5.1 Electrical resistivity of glauberite rocks 306 
As it has been previously mentioned, no references regarding the electrical properties of 307 
glauberite rocks have been reported. In the glauberite deposit of Alcanadre area (La Rioja), a mean 308 
resistivity of approximately 3×10
3
 Ω.m has been calculated (Fig. 10). The studied glauberite level is 309 
sulphate-rich (95%), but the glauberite is probably mixed with certain amount of gypsum; hence this 310 
value is only a reference. In any case, pure glauberite has shown to be more resistive than gypsum (10
3
 311 
Ω.m) and probably less than anhydrite (104 Ω.m).  In most cases is not possible to differentiate  312 
between bodies of 10
3
 and 3×10
3
 Ω.m with ERT unless they are close to the surface (where the 313 
method is more sensitive), because they are in a similar range of values. 314 
Glauberite rocks bear different sulphate phases besides glauberite crystals and the matrix 315 
component. It can be considered that the sulphate component is made of a combination of gypsum, 316 
anhydrite and glauberite, although other evaporitic minerals as chlorides may be present. Guinea et al. 317 
(2012) defined three resistivity domains of the calcium sulphate rocks depending on their composition 318 
(gypsum, anhydrite and matrix). These domains are conditioned by the quantity of matrix present in 319 
the rock. When the matrix represents 45% or more of the composition of the bulk rock (or ≤55% of 320 
sulphate content), the matrix is connected at long range (percolating matrix) and most of the electrical 321 
current spreads through it because is much more conductive than the sulphate phases. When the matrix 322 
fraction is 30% or below (or ≥70% of sulphate content), the electrical current finds no connected 323 
pathways through it and then runs through the sulphate phases, rapidly increasing the resistivity of the 324 
bulk rock. Between the matrix and the sulphate domains there is a transitional zone.  325 
In order to predict the bulk conductivity of a porous medium, different mixing models can be 326 
found in the literature (Warren and Price, 1961; Shankland and Waff, 1977; Somerton, 1992; Guéguen 327 
and Palciauskas, 1994; Glover et al., 2000). The primary porosity in sulphate rocks is negligible; 328 
therefore, the effective conductivity of the bulk rock depends on the fraction (γ) and the electrical 329 
resistivity value (ρ) of each component and on the connectivity and geometrical distribution of the 330 
matrix (which has the role of a conducting fluid in a saturated porous medium). The Hashin-Shtrikman 331 
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(HS) mixing model (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) can be used as an approximation to the resistivity 332 
trend of sulphate rocks (Guinea et al. 2012). The matrix domain shows a similar trend to the one of 333 
lower HS lower bound (HS
-
), while the sulphate domain can be described with the HS upper bound 334 
(HS
+
). The transitional zone does not fit to the trends showed by the HS bounds. The percolation 335 
phenomena described in the cases of calcium sulphate rocks can be also applied for the glauberite 336 
rocks. It is possible to calculate the HS bounds for a 4-phase system (glauberite, gypsum, anhydrite 337 
and matrix) from the general formula given by Berriman (1995) for n-phases, but this system is much 338 
complex than a case with only three phases and because of that usually simplifications are used 339 
(Torquato 2002). Furthermore, the representation of this 4-phase system is tetrahedral, which makes it 340 
very complicated to be used. In any case, for rocks with 45% or more in matrix fraction (within the 341 
matrix dominium), a binary system sulphate-matrix can be considered because, as previously stated, 342 
the electrical current runs through the matrix avoiding the sulphate phases. Two-phase system HS 343 
bounds (Table 1A and B) of glauberite-matrix, anhydrite-matrix and gypsum-matrix have been 344 
calculated to evidence that there are not significant differences between their HS
-
 bounds (Fig. 12). 345 
The resistivity value selected for pure glauberite was 3×10
3
 Ω.m, which is the higher resistivity 346 
calculated from field data (in Alcanadre area). This value is an approximation, but its exactitude is not 347 
important as it will be discussed later. For the gypsum and anhydrite phases, 10
3
 and 10
4
 Ω.m 348 
respectively were selected, according to Guinea et al. (2010b and 2012). Rocks with composition in 349 
the transitional zone (sulphate fraction between 55 and 70%), will show resistivity values between the 350 
HS
-
 and HS
+
. 351 
In the case of the glauberite rocks with a composition of 70% or above in sulphate fraction (in 352 
the sulphate dominium), the matrix is non-percolating and therefore, the resistivity of the bulk rock is 353 
conditioned by the composition of the sulphate phases, following the trend of the 4-phase HS
+
 for that 354 
composition range. As a simplification, the HS
+
 of 3-phase system (glauberite, gypsum an anhydrite; 355 
table 1C) have been calculated in 4 different diagrams (Figure 13), considering a constant fraction of 356 
matrix (30, 20, 10 and 0% respectively). Unlike the matrix-percolating compositions, in the sulphate 357 
domain the quantity of each sulphate component has a direct influence in the resistivity of the rock. 358 
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The trend of the resistivity is similar for any matrix composition (considering 30% or below), being 359 
the anhydrite the most influent phase; but increasing the resistivity gradient when the matrix fraction is 360 
lower. 361 
The resistivity ranges observed in the diagrams overlap for a lot of different compositions. 362 
Hence, is not possible to interpret the composition from the resistivity; additional information must be 363 
obtained (as boreholes) to identify the different sulphate minerals on the deposit. The diagrams for 364 
compositions in the sulphate dominium do not provide significant information and therefore, is not 365 
possible to elaborate a classification from them, but they show the evolution of the complexity of the 366 
bulk rock resistivity as more phases are added to the system.  367 
In any case, in most of glauberite deposits the glauberite crystals will be mixed with an 368 
important amount of matrix (in the matrix-percolating domain) and, thus, they will display the 369 
resistivity range of the HS
-
 of any sulphate-matrix system, which corresponds with the electrical 370 
response of the matrix and it is non-dependent on the composition of the sulphates. Therefore, the 371 
resistivity range of the glauberite crystals has no influence on the resistivity of the bulk rock. It does 372 
not matter if glauberite has a resistivity of 3×10
3
 Ω.m or higher because the HS- bound does not 373 
change. This means that the range of resisitivity values of the glauberite rocks oscillates approximately 374 
between 10 and 100 Ω.m for regular deposits (matrix-rich), and higher values will be related to the 375 
presence of gypsum, anhydrite and/or other evaporitic minerals (sulphate-rich rocks). 376 
5.2 Field data 377 
The evaporitic sequence in Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza) has high matrix content. Locally, 378 
the sulphate fraction may be higher but without lateral continuity; this would be the case of the profile 379 
associated with the C1 borehole (Fig. 7D). As most of the studied materials (profiles of boreholes B1, 380 
B4 and B10; Fig. 7A, 7B and 7C) are in the matrix and transitional domains (according to the 381 
geoelectrical classification proposed in the Fig. 12), there is no way of differentiating glauberite from 382 
gypsum or anhydrite only from the resistivity data. Nonetheless, electrical imaging is useful for 383 
observing the distribution of the terrain and to identify the areas with larger sulphate contents, 384 
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although parametric boreholes are necessary for a suitable interpretation of the sections (as in Figure 385 
8). Many primary and secondary complex structures are shown in the resistivity sections and they are 386 
difficult to be interpreted. The evaporitic sequence of Montes de Torrero represents a typical 387 
glauberite deposit. 388 
As in the sections of Montes de Torrero area, great complexity of the resistivity distribution of 389 
the terrain is displayed in Alcanadre area (La Rioja). The sulphate fraction of the purest glauberite lens 390 
sampled in the cliff is rarely high. The studied glauberite body is detected in both inverted profiles, but 391 
its thickness is exaggerated (Fig. 10). This is because below the resistive layers, the Wenner-392 
Schlumberger array tends to create resistive shadows due to the decreasing sensitivity of the method. 393 
In the profile parallel to the cliff (Fig. 10A), another possible glauberite lens (highly resistive body) is 394 
identified in the SE part of the section. The rest of the materials show matrix-domain resistivities; 395 
these matrix-rich materials are correlated with the lithologies observed in the cliff (Fig. 6E). The 396 
second lens is not showed in the profile performed obliquely to the cliff (Fig. 10B). R1, R2 and A1 397 
boreholes (Fig. 9) evidence the presence of several discontinuous glauberite levels. It is probable that 398 
there are some other glauberite layers at different depths which are not identified with the electrical 399 
imaging due to their low content in sulphate crystals. 400 
5.3 Theoretical models 401 
The inverted section of the model simulating the deposit of Alcanadre in the section parallel to 402 
the cliff, is an example of deposition-originated compositional changes in a glauberitic deposit (Fig. 403 
11A). The higher resistivity anomalies are generated by local increase of sulphate fraction. The ERT 404 
inverted section obtained from the model representing the B10 borehole section in Montes de Torrero 405 
displays a dissolution structure filled with lutites. These structures were known from field observation, 406 
but they also have a slightly different signature in the resistivity distribution compared to 407 
compositional changes (Fig. 11B). If little variation in the composition of the sulphate level exists, the 408 
resistivity in both sides of the dissolution structure should remain similar as it happens in this case.  409 
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The heterogeneous distribution of the resistivity in the Quarry of Beuda section (Fig. 11C) 410 
corresponds to an equally heterogeneous composition. The highly resistive anomalies (>5000 Ω.m) 411 
correspond in most cases to anhydrite bodies, but the anomaly with resistivity >2×10
5 Ω.m is 412 
generated by a cavity that has also considered in the model section (Fig. 11D). It has to be noted that 413 
this type of structures would not be possible to detect in the areas of the ERT sections with low 414 
sensitivity (e.g. in the deepest part of the section) due to the inaccuracy in the resistivity calculation. 415 
Even though the models described here are a good approximation to the typical structures 416 
present in glauberite deposits, it has to be considered that they only are a rough approximation of the 417 
real cases, where the level of compositional complexity is very high. 418 
 419 
6. CONCLUSIONS 420 
Electrical resistivity lines are useful for the prospection of glauberite rocks, but these surveys 421 
should be supported by parametric drilling works. In any case, the number of required boreholes for 422 
the characterization of the deposit decreases considerably if this technique is considered. Additionally, 423 
geoelectrical prospecting should be supported by an additional petrological study of the deposits in 424 
order to properly interpret the resistivity profiles. The knowledge about the quantity of matrix within 425 
the rock is essential because his presence decreases the electrical resistivity values hiding the real 426 
values of the sulphate phases.  427 
Pure glauberite rocks have displayed a calculated electrical resistivity value up to 3×10
3
 Ω.m 428 
in Alcanadre (La Rioja); this is the first reference to the electrical resistivity of glauberite rocks 429 
proposed in the literature. Taking this value as a reference, the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds can be 430 
calculated for a 4-phase system (gypsum, anhydrite, glauberite and lutite matrix), but due to its 431 
complexity it has been simplified to 2 and 3-phase diagrams. In the case of glauberite rocks with a 432 
matrix fraction of 45% or above, the resistivity is bounded to the lower HS boundary. Hence, it can be 433 
considered as a 2-phase system (undifferentiated sulphate and matrix) because the matrix is the 434 
conductive dominating phase and the resistivity values are controlled by its presence. The electrical 435 
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resistivity range in the case of sulphate-rich rocks with different compositional combinations (gypsum, 436 
glauberite, anhydrite) overlap and, therefore, it is not possible to establish a classification. In any case, 437 
most of the glauberite deposits are matrix-dominant and hence, will show values of matrix-percolating 438 
rocks (10-100 Ω.m); as in the case of Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza). 439 
Even with the necessity of borehole information to carry out a suitable interpretation, ERT 440 
permits the detection of some structures, such as depositional systems or karst infillings. Lateral 441 
compositional changes and dissolution features are the most common structures which are found in 442 
sulphate deposits. 443 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 537 
Table 1: Summary of Hashin-Shtrikman equations for the case of two (A and B; Hashin and 538 
Shtrikman, 1963) and three (C and D; Berriman, 1995) phase systems. 539 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 540 
Figure 1: Main Tertiary basins in the middle-North Spain. A and B are the two studied areas; Montes 541 
de Torrero (Zaragoza) and Alcanadre (La Rioja) sectors, respectively (modified from Ortí et al. 2010). 542 
Figure 2: A) Detailed geological mapping of the Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza). A1 to C4 are the 543 
available boreholes, while A, B, C and D (in red) are the location of the performed ERT lines 544 
(modified form Salvany 2009). B) Geological mapping of the Alcanadre area (La Rioja); the studied 545 
area is marked with a dashed line. The topographic information of this area is displayed at the right 546 
part of the image (modified from the geologic map of Comunidad Autónoma de La Rioja 2009). 547 
Location of both areas is shown in Figure 1. The coordinates are given in Universal Transverse 548 
Mercator format, spindle 30. 549 
Figure 3: Examples of inverted ERT sections measured using both Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-550 
Dipole arrays in terrains with small (A) and large (B) topographic variations perpendicular to the 551 
resistivity lines. The presence of hills or cliffs as in B, generates large amount of noise in the deepest 552 
levels of the Diapole-Diapole sections. 553 
Figure 4: Model-blocks representing typical structures in sulphate rocks. White color indicates pure 554 
gypsum; light blue, gypsum with high matrix fraction; dark blue, lutites; and orange, air-infilled 555 
cavities. A) Simple lateral compositional variation; B) Complex lateral and vertical compositional 556 
variation; C) Totally infilled karst cavities; D) Empty karst cavities in gypsum.  557 
Figure 5: Photographs of the most common structures in sulphate rocks. A) Gypsum karstification 558 
filled by lutites (modified from Guerrero et al. 2003); B) Tunnel in a gypsum formation (modified 559 
from Guerrero et al. 2003); C) Lateral thickness variations in gypsum layers; D) Pure glauberite layer 560 
disappearing laterally. 561 
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Figure 6: Photographs of the outcropping evaporitical units in the Montes de Torrero (Zaragoza; A, B, 562 
C and D) and Alcanadre (La Rioja; E and F) areas. A) General view of Montes de Torrero region in 563 
the area of B1 borehole; B) View of layered-nodular gypsum-lutites sequence in the profile C; C) 564 
Superficial dissolution processes (red dashed line); D) Detail of outcropping glauberite pseudomorphs 565 
(hydrated to secondary gypsum) in the profile C; E) General view of the evaporitical materials 566 
conforming the cliff in Alcanadre area (La Rioja); the glauberite layer is marked with a red dashed 567 
line; F) Detailed view of the glauberite deposit in which the layering can be appreciated. 568 
Figure 7: Inverted resistivity images of Montes de Torrero area (Zaragoza). The location of the 569 
profiles is shown in Figure 2A.  570 
Figure 8: Geological interpretation of the ERT profiles shown in Figure 7. The relative proportion of 571 
sulphate and matrix contents is indicated by the amount of the legend signs. The question marks 572 
indicate areas in which the interpretation is uncertain. There is a superimposed synthetic representation 573 
of the boreholes B1, B4, B10 and C1 located in their relative position on the profiles. The situation of 574 
the profiles is showed in Figure 2A. 575 
Figure 9: Synthetic representation of the boreholes A1, R1 and R2 in the Alcanadre area (La Rioja). 576 
The possible correlation between layers is marked with dashed lines; this correlation of the logs has 577 
been made considering the topographic elevation. The location of the boreholes is displayed in Figure 578 
2B.  579 
Figure 10: Inverted resistivity images of Alcanadre area (La Rioja). The position of the cliff (parallel 580 
to the profile) is marked with a red dashed square in profile A. The situation of the profiles is shown in 581 
Figure 2B. 582 
Figure 11: Inverted resistivity profiles of the direct models obtained from Figure 4. The resistivity 583 
changes in the original models are marked with dashed lines. 584 
Figure 12: Hashin-Shtrikman upper (HS
+
) and lower (HS
-
) bounds for two phase systems (sulphate 585 
and matrix). Upper bounds are displayed with continuous lines while lower bounds are represented 586 
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with dotted lines. Sulphate rocks in the matrix domain will show the trend of lower bounds, which 587 
overlap. 588 
Figure 13: Hashin-Shtrikman upper bounds for glauberite rocks with sulphate fractions of 70% (A), 589 
80% (B), 90% (C) and 100% (D) in the case of the 4-phase glauberite-anhydrite-gypsum-matrix 590 
system. The representation is displayed as 3-phase systems with different constant quantities of matrix 591 
(30%, 20%, 10% and 0%). 592 
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